Wood poles have been used to support utility distribution lines for well over 100 years. Over that time, specifications for a "wood utility pole" have evolved from the closest available tree stem more than 15 ft in length to straight, durable timbers of lengths ranging up 125 ft and base diameters of as much as 27 in. The continued success of wood poles in this application is due in part to the development of consensus standards. These standards define the phrase "minimum acceptable" to the satisfaction of both users and producers. They also encourage more competitive pricing by relaxing species as well as quality limitations, opening the market to a broader range of available timber resources. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard ANSI O5.1 is an internationally recognized standard that has served as a guide for selecting the quality and size of wood utility poles for more than 70 years. From its inception, this standard has addressed issues of relative load capacity as well as physical quality to allow for species substitutions. In 2002, the relative strength evaluations previously published as a designated fiber stress took on added meaning when they were defined to represent the mean of the distribution of pole groundline strength values for various species. The change in meaning was accompanied by a more rigorous evaluation recognizing a change in strength with height and notation that pole strength distributions have a coefficient of variation of 20%. This paper reviews the history and philosophy of the ANSI designated fiber stress to help the reader more fully understand and appreciate the significance of changes adopted by the American Standards Committee O5 (ASC O5) in 2002.
Contents Introduction
Round timbers have been used structurally for centuries. Over the past 140 years, round timbers have been used primarily for utility structures. As in so many other areas of timber use, increased demand and competition from other materials have spurred development and efficiency in the structural use of poles. There is little doubt that Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas Alva Edison played key roles in initiating demand, but it is the influence of consensus standards (preservative treatment, strength tests, and material specification) that has enabled wood to retain a dominant role in support structures for telecommunications and electric power utilities.
Prior to 1930, there was little demand for standards that rigorously addressed issues of the "design" capacity of wood poles. The National Bureau of Standards (1927) began development of the National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) for this purpose in 1913. Early concerns focused on durability and cost. American chestnut and western redcedar were preferred for their durability. The second edition of the NESC (1916) recognized southern pine as a viable pole species after the development of creosote treatment. In that edition, southern pine was listed along with western redcedar and chestnut as having an ultimate bending strength of 5,000 lb/in 2 . By 1927, northern white cedar was added, with an ultimate strength of 3,600 lb/in 2 , and the bending strength of "dense" southern pine was rated at 6,500 lb/in 2 . By this time, accumulating knowledge and experience related to the strength of wood poles indicated that somewhat higher values might be allowed (Wilson 1923) . A Sectional Committee on Wood Poles was formed by the American Standards Association (ASA) to evaluate available data, and the NESC made provisions for use of new values as approved by the ASA. Decisions by this committee are discussed in detail by Colley (1932) . Former chairman of ASC O5 fiber stress subcommittee.
In June 1931, standard specifications for wood poles were approved by the ASA (Jones 1931). These standards incorporated a pole classification system originally developed by the American Bell Telephone Company in a standard specification aimed at maintaining uniform reliability for pole structures, despite a range of species. The standards quantified pole capacity using existing cantilever test data to assess groundline stress at failure for each recognized pole species. This value was then used to determine pole groundline dimensions required for each pole length and species. While changes have been made to the designated fiber stress (DFS) values referenced by the ASA standard, this basic approach to classifying poles remained unchanged for over 70 years.
As utility structure loads and importance increased, design became more of an issue. Most utility companies began using larger poles by the early 1960s, but they attracted little attention in the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard until 1972 when "H-class" pole sizes were introduced. Shortly thereafter, greater attention focused on the fact that the largest poles tested to that point were 55 ft in length with a butt diameter of 19 in., while the standard implied a knowledge of capacities for poles up to 125 ft long with a 30-in. butt diameter. Research conducted over the next 20 years pointed to the need for change to the traditional pole classification algorithm. As larger poles were shown to have a lower groundline stress at failure, the need to incorporate a pole "size" adjustment in the algorithm became apparent. This issue was added as an annex to the ANSI standard in 1986, but no changes were made to the pole size classification tables.
In the late 1990s, discussions about revising the NESC recommendations for wood pole design focused on discrepancies between the results tabulated in the ANSI annex and DFS reported in the standard. The Accredited Standards Committee O5 (ASC O5), which was responsible for maintaining the ANSI O5.1 standard, adopted a more rigorous definition of the ANSI DFS, which enabled them to indirectly recognize a size effect without changing the existing pole size classification tables. Redefining DFS to be the actual groundline strength rather than the groundline stress at which a pole would fail and recognizing a change in strength with height basically results in reductions in the load capacity of poles where the failures are likely to be well above groundline. While the recommended strength change with height is easy to apply, it does not recognize variations between species, and that detracts from the premise of uniform reliability across species. 3 The DFS values are all derived to represent "dry" strength, yet tabulated dimensions are explicitly declared to be "green" dimensions (sec 5.2 ANSI O5. . The standard suggests a 2% reduction in circumference for drying, which corresponds to a 6% reduction in section modulus or dry moment capacity. For poles that remain above fiber saturation in the groundline region, the "dry" strength gives a estimated moment capacity that is 86% (1/1.16) of the DFS. No adjustment is suggested for this situation.
Slight inconsistencies in the development of size classification are to be expected in a material specification. This has little impact on design when the design standards are independent of the material specification. In 2002, however, the ANSI O5.1 DFS values were considered to represent a basis for probability-based design of utility structures. The standard includes a statement about the DFS values that implies some degree of certainty that these truly represent average groundline strength values. It also states that poles have a bending strength coefficient of variation (COV) of 20% independent of species, species grouping, or size.
Changes made to standard definitions to justify changes to the standard could have some impact on the assumed reliability of existing as well as future utility structures. It is therefore essential that some documentation be provided to explain the basis for the past as well as the current interpretation of ANSI fiber stress values.
Objectives
This paper reviews the history of the ANSI O5.1 standard specification for wood poles from the time that poles were first used as utility structures up to 2002, when the ANSI standard made its initial transition from being just a material specification to being a pole design standard. First, we trace the growth of the wood pole industry in response to rapidly changing technology in the telecommunications and electric 3 The pole specification was originally formulated by the American Standards Association (ASA) and was referred to as ASA O5.1. In 1972, the ASA was renamed the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The designation for the pole standard was changed to ANSI O5.1 and the standard was managed by the Accredited Standards Committee O5 (ASC O5). power utility industries. We next describe the evolution of the standard material specification, with emphasis on the evaluation and use of DFS values. Finally, we provide a summary and rationale for strength adjustments used to convert values derived from standard test procedures to values considered representative of utility poles.
The objective of this review is to provide documentation for future generations of the decisions made by consensus committees that have significantly influenced the evolution of the ANSI O5.1 standard. The change made in 2002 was the most significant of the standard's 70-year history. This paper is intended to highlight the significance of that change by offering a "before and after" glimpse.
Background
For over 140 years, wood poles have provided a low-cost solution to the problem of supporting utility wires for telecommunications and electric power. Wood poles presented a readily available resource when the first transcontinental telegraph line was constructed in 1861. By 1900, wood poles were being used to support electric power as well as telephone lines. Over time, utility companies gained experience at selecting poles that best met their needs for durability and load capacity.
The growing demand for durable wood poles spawned the need for nationally recognized standards. Bell Laboratories initiated efforts to develop test standards and material specifications for wood poles. In 1913, the National Bureau of Standards initiated the NESC to support design consistency for utility supply and communication installations throughout the United States. This was the first standard to publish pole strength values. In 1915, the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) published the first standard material specification for round timber (ASTM D 25) . This standard was intended for timbers to be used as piling but, except for the larger allowable knots and more lenient requirements for spiral grain afforded poles, it was identical to the standard specification for wood poles proposed by Bell Laboratories that was adopted as a national standard 15 years later.
In 1924, the American Bell Telephone Company and the U.S. Independent Telephone Association's American Standards Association (ASA) formed a Sectional Committee on Wood Poles. This committee used average pole strengths from the Bell Laboratories database to establish an interchangeable species-pole-size classification system. The Bell Laboratories strength data were obtained using a cantilever bending test that eventually was adopted by the ASTM and designated ASTM D 1036-49. This test provided estimates of relative groundline strength for each species. The ASA committee adopted a 10-class system comprising a series of tip load capacities increasing in increments of 25%. Groundline moments corresponding to these loads, divided by the relative strengths determined from existing data, provided the groundline section property requirements for each pole species-class-length combination.
In 1931, the ASA adopted and published the first standard specification for wood poles. This standard contained minimum pole quality specifications as well as minimum required dimensions for 10 pole classes. The first seven of these classes were considered structural; classes 8, 9, and 10 were nonstructural. At that time, only four species were accepted for utility poles: western redcedar, Douglas-fir, southern pine, and northern white cedar. As new species and new data for accepted species were introduced, the committee refined its analysis of assigned DFS values and size class tables. President Roosevelt's introduction of the Rural Electrification Administration in 1935 provided a definite impetus to the market for wood utility poles. By the end of World War II, annual production had grown to 8.1 million poles. To meet the growing demand, the ASA standard accepted a number of minor species in 1948. As there were no pole data for these species, the ASA committee assigned DFS values on the basis of published small-clear bending strengths adjusted for a relationship between full-size poles and smallclear (ASTM D 143, ASTM 2000) test values determined for lodgepole pine. Questions about the selection of these DFS values prompted ASTM to sponsor a wood pole research project, beginning in 1955, to assess the bending moment capacity of distribution poles. The final report of that program (Wood and others 1960) became known as the ASTM wood pole report, and it formed the basis for revision of the ANSI DFS values in 1963.
Large poles used for transmission structures became more of an issue with the introduction of six larger H-classes in 1972. These structures were used to support high voltage power transmission lines. The greater potential costs and safety hazard resulting from failure of these structures prompted design engineers to apply more rigorous design standards than had traditionally been used for distribution poles. The addition of these larger pole classes sparked discussion about the efficacy of the existing DFS values that had been supported by tests of smaller poles, most of which failed close to the groundline. One result of this discussion was the addition of a strength-height function introduced as Annex A to the ANSI O5.1 standard in 1979.
In the 1980s, a second major research project, sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), was conducted to assess the load capacity of large poles. An initial effort was made as part of this research (Wolf 1979) to summarize published full-size pole test data in the form of a computerized database. Results of the ASTM-and EPRI-sponsored studies were compiled along with historic data. Statistical analyses of these data formed the basis for the probabilitybased-design guidelines that were added as Annex C to the ANSI O5.1 standard in 1986.
Wood maintained its dominance as a utility pole material throughout the 20th century but gradually lost market share. As power utilities built higher voltage lines with large conductors and longer span, more steel came into use. Spincasting of steel-reinforced high strength concrete poles also had a major impact on markets for wood transmission structures. Poles fabricated from these materials are perceived by structural engineers as being more precisely engineered and therefore more reliable than wood poles.
The shift to steel and concrete in the more highly engineered transmission structures was accompanied by recognition among engineering professionals of the benefits of promoting the use of a load-resistance factor design (LRFD). This design methodology, when tied to a statistical or reliability basis, generally shows greater benefit for materials with lower variability when used in non-redundant systems. A move by the NESC to adopt an LRFD design basis increased industry pressure for better, more reliable strength data.
Efforts initiated by competing interests who supported the NESC led to a reevaluation of the ANSI O5.1 standard. Options debated by the ASC O5 included the following:
1. Retain the philosophy of classifying poles according to their load capacity under standard test conditions and recognize size effect and strength disparities highlighted by EPRI research (Phillips and others 1985, Bodig and others 1986a,b) .
2. Adopt a more rigorous analysis that attributes observed disparities to taper differences and height effects, and classify poles according to assumed groundline strength. The proposed analysis supported a groundline strength equal to the historic DFS for all species, but required designers to recognize a change in strength with height. Bodig and others (1986a,b) attempted to evaluate the strength of poles by assigning an ANSI class to each test pole and evaluating load capacity on the basis of ANSI minimum dimensions. This procedure accounted for effects of "over sizing" in that each test pole within a given class was assumed to have the dimensions dictated by minimum butt and tip circumferences and a linear taper. Pole load capacity, characterized as the groundline stress at failure, was assumed to provide a conservative estimate of strength at any location, as assumed dimensions were generally found to be conservative. This approach showed the ANSI DFS values to provide an appropriate estimate of mean strength for distribution poles and for Douglas-fir and southern pine transmission poles. It also indicated a slight size effect, varying by species, which made the DFS values unconservative when applied to western redcedar transmission poles.
In 2002, the premise of a size effect in poles prompted debate over possible changes to the DFS values. ASC O5 accepted the explanation that large taper in western redcedar transmission poles caused them to fail in weaker wood well above groundline. Projecting failure location strength to the groundline, then adjusting for drying in service, conditioning, and a class-oversize effect justified leaving the ANSI DFS value unchanged. Adopting a change in strength with height adjustment to explain the apparent lower groundline capacity for larger poles when tested in the standard cantilever configuration required acknowledging a reduction in strength with height in the standard. It was felt that this reduction in strength with height would have little effect on the strength of wood transmission poles as the centroid of transverse loads in service is generally more than 2 ft from the tip, placing maximum stress closer to the groundline. Gravity loads, however, have the opposite effect: they tend to move the location of maximum stress higher on the pole, closer to the expected location of failure in the standard test. Groundline stress at failure is determined as the maximum groundline moment divided by the measured groundline section modulus. It represents a relative measure of pole capacity regardless of failure location. For long slender poles, the point of maximum stress (moment/section modulus) often occurs above the groundline. Assuming that wood pole strength decreases with height, it is possible that the point where stress exceeds strength will actually occur above the point of maximum stress. These effects make the longer pole appear weaker in terms of groundline stress at failure.
Rather than change the tabulated DFS values and pole dimensions in response to test results, the ASC O5 chose a new definition of DFS that required no change. The new definition identifies DFS as the groundline strength of an ANSI-classified, dry, conditioned pole. This new definition was deemed to have little effect on distribution size poles as they generally failed close to the groundline, making the previous definition of groundline stress at failure synonymous with groundline strength. For poles in lengths 50 ft and longer, the groundline strength was derived considering change in strength from the failure location using a model originally proposed by Bohannan (1971) to model strength reduction with height. Other changes included a maximum increase of 10% for drying in service, compared with 16% referenced in 1963, and an adjustment for class oversize effect (see Appendix D).
The change in definition of DFS solved one problem but created others. Drying and conditioning adjustments to the DFS on their own are not new; class oversize was not previously used to adjust the DFS values, but it was considered to present inherent conservatism in the sizing of poles. These factors took on new meaning, however, when the definition of DFS changed. The ANSI standard declares tabulated pole dimensions to be measured in the "green" condition. For a material specification, the 6% change from green to dry section modulus has little impact as these are treated as relative strength values. The dry/green section modulus ratio varies slightly between species, having little impact on relative pole dimensions when the largest pole in a class has a 25% greater section modulus than the smallest. In 2002, however, the change in definition of DFS from a groundline stress at failure of the pole to groundline strength gave these adjustments new meaning. The fact that the dry strength, derived as 1.16 times green strength, was used to derive dimensions to be measured in the "green" condition means that the "green" section modulus is 16% below that required to carry the designated class load. This corresponds to a 63% probability of failure (see Appendix A). The class oversize adjustment added for poles 50 ft and longer in the 2002 standard increased that probability of failure at the ANSIdesignated load. This means DFS applied to longer poles infers a lower reliability for transmission poles than for distribution poles
The ANSI standard suggests that dry circumference will be 2% less than that measured in the green condition. This corresponds to a 6% lower section modulus. To carry its class load using dry strength, a pole of average strength sized in the green condition will therefore have a load capacity 6% below the implied capacity. Assuming a 14% strength coefficient of variation (Wood and Markwardt 1965) , this translates to an implied capacity that is 0.42 standard deviations above the average strength, corresponding to a 66% probability of failure. As the moment capacity decreases faster than the moment with pole height, this probability of failure is likely to increase slightly toward mid-height.
Pole Strength
Early evaluations of pole strength focused more on the comparison of wood species than on the selection of wood over other materials. It was not until the mid-to late 1960s, when the demand for power required larger, more reliable structures to support high voltage lines over long distances and through major metropolitan areas, that structural engineers became concerned about rigorous design standards for wood poles.
One of the earliest public references to pole strength was the NESC. In 1915, the second edition of the NESC listed three species: creosote treated southern pine, American chestnut (no longer available), and western redcedar. All three species were denoted as having the same bending strength (5,000 lb/in 2 ). As species options increased, pole users realized that not all species have the same strength and that they could not simply replace a pole of one species with the same size pole of another species. So, between 1920 and 1930 , awareness of the need to classify poles by bending load capacity increased. In 1920, the NESC (3rd edition) adopted the ASTM definition of "Dense" (6 rings/ inch and 33% or 50% summerwood in annual rings more than 2 in. from pith) and assigned dense southern pine a bending strength of 6,500 lb/in 2 . The 4th edition of the NESC, published in 1927, included northern white cedar with an ultimate bending strength of 3,600 lb/in 2 .
The first minimum quality specifications for wood utility poles were published in 1931. They included speciesdependent minimum dimensions as well as physical appearance properties and were presented as a consensus standard agreed to by a group comprising wood pole producers, users, and general interest members. The specifications were published as a nationally recognized consensus standard under ASA guidelines.
In the first half of the 20th century, wood pole DFS values were changed a number of times in response to the introduction of new data. In the second half of that century, the introduction of new data resulted in a change to the definition of DFS rather than the values. When the ASA O5 standard committee was initiated, scientists from the Forest Products Laboratory of the USDA Forest Service advocated the use of standard, small-clear test values as a more consistent basis for assessment of pole load capacity. They cited inconsistencies in the full-size pole test data that compromised the credibility of these data as a design basis. The values ultimately selected represented a compromise heavily weighted in support of poorly controlled full-size pole test data. In 1955, the ASTM initiated a study to provide new, more credible test data (small-clear as well as full-size pole strength tests) that influenced the last changes to DFS values implemented in the ASA-O5-1963 standard in the 20th century.
Adoption of the larger transmission-size poles in 1972 sparked some question about the applicability of the existing DFS values to larger poles. Tests of larger poles, conducted in the 1980s, suggested a significant reduction in groundline moment capacity of larger poles when tested following the standard full-size pole test (ASTM D 1036). This initiated debate in both Canada (Bhuyan and Chetwynd 1994 ) and the United States over how this should be acknowledged in the load-capacity-based pole size classification tables (ANSI O5.1 and CSA-O15 (CSA 1990)). Table 2) . The values shown in Table 2 were derived using a cantilever bending test that had been developed by Bell Laboratories. This test was adopted as an ASTM standard in 1949. Descriptions of the individual poles tested to support this analysis showed they represented a range of conditions with respect to pole size, degree of conditioning, and quality. Colly (1931) points out that the sectional committee responsible for wood pole values chose to set strength values at half the standard deviation or 8% below the determined averages (Table 2 , column 3) to address concerns over technical problems apparent in the data. The committee called this adjustment (γ = 0.92) a "variability factor." This resulted in the values of 7,400 lb/in 2 for creosote treated southern pine, 5,600 lb/in 2 for western redcedar, and 6,000 lb/in 2 for chestnut. The value of 3,600 lb/in 2 for northern white cedar was not adjusted. The committee decided that because this value had been used for at least 20 years with acceptable performance, it did not warrant a reduction to 3,300 lb/in 2 .
The 1931 standard included a total of 10 pole classes. Pole classes 1 through 7 were designated as poles having tip load capacities defined by the function 2 50 950 5400
where C is class (1 through 7) and P transverse tip load capacity of class C pole.
The groundline moment resulting from this load divided by the DFS for the species gives the groundline section modulus required for each pole size class. This relationship has remained unchanged for load requirements for pole classes 1 through 7. Classes 8, 9, and 10 were defined simply by tip circumference and were intended to cover lightly loaded lines.
Subsequent Standards for Wood Poles
Few events influenced growth in the utility pole industry more than the creation of the Rural Electrification Administration (REA (Fig. 1) . Drawing one line at 45° through the origin indicated that for most species, the pole values exceeded the small-clear derivations. Lodgepole pine, which was considered to have given satisfactory performance for years when designed at 6,600 lb/in 2 , showed the greatest difference between small-clear and full-scale pole test values for the species shown in Figure 1 , except for western hemlock. Data from the Canadian Forest Products Laboratory at the time showed higher values for western hemlock, which would have pushed the value above the designated line.
The ASA committee decided that a second line through the origin and the lodgepole pine coordinates should be used to define the fiber stress values for all species. This line defined values 20% greater for poles than for small-clear wood. A horizontal projection to this line from the (small-clear, pole) strength coordinates for each species defined the average value to be used in defining standard ultimate strength in the ANSI standard. Ratings assigned to new species were taken as less than or equal to 1.2 times the measured small-clear average MOR.
To minimize the number of dimension tables required, stress categories were developed by dividing the range of projected pole strength values into nine segments. The general philosophy was to provide 10% increments, but there was some deviation based on historic precedence. With this grouping, the "design" values ranged from 6% to 20% above the MOR determined from small-clear tests. A similar procedure to that described in the previous text was employed using western redcedar as the basis. This procedure also gave values for poles that were greater than values from the average small-clear MOR values, but to a lesser degree. Table 3 compares values derived using lodgepole pine and western redcedar bases to what was ultimately published in the 1948 ASA O5.1 standards.
Note that in 1948, the committee decided to retain the values for northern white cedar, western redcedar, and southern pine that were published in the 1931 standard. Species introduced by the war committee in 1945 were given the higher values derived using the lodgepole pine basis.
ASA O5.1-1963
The last changes to wood pole DFS values (Table 4) Clear wood strength values for these species changed enough in 1966 to have a significant impact on the ASA derivation, but since these are minor species the changes were never recognized by the ASA standard.
The 1963 standard also made an explicit declaration that the specification was intended only for poles loaded as cantilever members subject to transverse load resulting in maximum moment at the groundline.
More than 30 years of experience in observing the performance of wood poles and relating that performance to pole specifications weighed heavily in the selection of the DFS values used to classify poles using a standard definition of cantilever load capacity. Factors considered in the selection of DFS values included traditional adjustments adopted in the 1930s-variability, form factor, conditioning effects, and moisture content. The effects of high temperature conditioning on wood had been studied rather extensively. The other adjustments, however, which dated to discussions prior to 1940, were not well supported by theory or data but had been referenced in selection of values given in previous standards. These factors are discussed in more detail in the section titled Nominal Strength. For those species for which there were no or limited full-scale pole test data, the committee referenced published values for small-clear bending strength (Wood and Markwardt 1965, USDA 1955) . (Table 4 , columns 3 and 4) and published clear wood values (column 5). Columns 6 through 8 show these values adjusted to take into account pretreatment conditioning, drying in service, and between-study variability. There was no standard set of parameters used to select a DFS value (column 9). This was, in the words of Wood and Markwardt (1965) , "a system of rationalizations that afforded the technical basis supplemented by engineering judgment."
Most of the ANSI DFS values appear to be based on clear wood strength with no adjustment for grade effect ( stresses are derived. The ASTM D 2555 standard requires that these values be assessed by weighting according to standing timber volume (7,590 lb/in 2 ) rather than using an average of the subspecies mean values. For the other species listed, average green clear wood values were changed by the ASTM D7 committee to reflect changes in the supporting data.
In 1963, the ASA O5 committee reduced the number of pole classes by one. Classes 8, 9, and 10 were not rated as utility poles. Rather they were used in construction of pole buildings. The suggestion to drop all three classes was countered by the agreement to drop only class 8, leaving the gap between utility and construction poles.
Addition of H-Class
In 1972, along with the change from the "ASA" designation to "ANSI" came the addition of an appendix that provided information on the assumptions made in developing the tabulated pole size classes. Load capacities assumed for each pole class were moved from the main body of the standard into the appendix, and these values were expanded to include the new H-class poles. Unlike the standard classification for distribution poles that is inversely related to pole size/capacity, the new size designations (H1 through H6) correlate directly to pole size and capacity. To simplify discussion related to the ANSI size classes, an index (i) is used, ranging from 0 to 12 and correlating to pole size from class 7 (smallest of utility poles) to H6 (largest transmission pole). The class loads for these poles fit a quadratic function (Eq. (2)):
Tip circumference values for ANSI class poles follow a linear function of this class index.
The groundline circumferences are derived to provide the section moduli required to resist the groundline moments imposed by the class loads applied transversely at a location 2 ft from the top of the pole (ASTM D 1036 (ASTM D -1999 . The estimated groundline circumference is then extrapolated to a circumference 6 ft from the butt to give the ANSI tabulated values.
To estimate a 6-ft-from-the-butt circumference from the calculated groundline value, ANSI incorporates speciesdependent circumference tapers, also given in the ANSI appendix. The origin of these taper values is uncertain, and they appear to have changed slightly over time. In 1974, Bohannan and others evaluated survey data collected for southern pine, Douglas-fir, and western redcedar pole producers. Their analysis showed mean circumference tapers for these three pole species (0.34, 0.31, and 0.46 in/ft, respectively) to be 20% to 50% greater than the values noted in the ANSI appendix and up to 50% lower than values derived from tabulated class tip and 6-ft-from-butt circumferences.
In addition to information on how size classes were determined, the ANSI annex provides some cautionary statements. Of particular importance is the note regarding the assumption that maximum stress occurs at groundline. This is theoretically correct only if the circumference at groundline is less than or equal to 1-1/2 times the circumference at the point of load. If this is not the case, maximum stress is likely to occur some distance above the groundline. Prior to 2002, the DFS was derived to represent the average stress at failure rather than groundline MOR and could be used with ANSI minimum dimensions to conservatively estimate pole capacity regardless of the location of maximum stress.
Wood Pole Test Data
In 1949, ASTM published the first standard test procedure for wood poles (ASTM D 1036). This standard actually includes two methods for testing poles as a structural element intended to be loaded as a cantilever having its maximum moment at a location close to the butt end. One method involves actually loading the pole as a cantilever beam, with one end rigidly anchored at and below "groundline" and load applied 2 ft from the other end. The second method, called the "machine," incorporates a universal testing machine. The pole is placed on simple supports, and a vertical load is applied at the "groundline" location. Test results differ slightly as the machine method includes stress resulting from the dead weight of the pole. Bending moment resulting from dead load is maximum at a location close to mid-span. When added to the moment resulting from the groundline concentrated load, this results in a slight shift in the point of maximum stress away from the groundline. The difference is generally inconsequential for short poles, but it becomes more significant as pole length increases.
ASTM Wood Pole Test Program
The ASTM wood pole research program initiated in 1955 strengthened the basis for characterizing the strength of domestic pole species. The study involved tests of full-size poles of five domestic species (southern pine, Douglas-fir, western redcedar, lodgepole pine, and western larch), along with matched small-clear specimens. Tests focused primarily on 30-ft poles but also included 25-ft and 55-ft poles. Yellow pine poles were tested using both the cantilever and machine tests described in ASTM D 1036. The other species were evaluated using only the machine test method. A total of 630 full-sized poles and 14,000 matching small-clear specimens were tested.
Results of this study (Wood and others 1960) provided a basis for the 1963 revision of the ASA O5.1-1948 standard DFS values. Changes included increases to designated strength values for Douglas-fir, yellow pine, and western redcedar. In addition, the data strengthened the committee's confidence in standard small-clear tests as a basis for evaluating pole strength, leading to an increase in the DFS for northern white cedar. Wood and Markwardt (1965) provide a synopsis of the committee decisions that led to these changes. Table 4 compares results published in the ASTM pole report, Wood and Marwardt's work (FPL-RP-39), and the ASA O5 standards.
Key points gleaned from the ASTM study that influenced subsequent decisions related to pole strength include the following:
• Average groundline strength of poles is closely correlated to strength of small-clear samples taken from the butt section.
• Change in strength with height is correlated to change in specific gravity.
• Strength of young fast-grown poles having fewer than 6 rings per inch in the outer 2 in. is significantly lower than that of poles having 6 or more rings in the outer 2 in.
• Poles in the 55-ft length category have lower groundline MOR than do 25-ft poles.
EPRI Wood Pole Test Program
The second major contribution to the advancement of wood pole engineering came in the 1980s when the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) sponsored a research program to promote development of probability-based design guidelines for wood utility structures. This effort attracted the attention of the wood industry as a major step in the development of probability-based load-resistance-factor design (LRFD) for engineered structures and for promoting the image of wood poles as engineered components. This research addressed many issues that were questioned after the adoption of the H-class sizes in 1972. The testing phase focused primarily on the larger poles, including 122 southern pine poles ranging from 50 to 70 ft long, 172 Douglas-fir poles ranging from 50 to 95 ft long, and 100 western redcedar poles ranging from 50 to 70 ft long. The analysis phase included a review and compilation of the state of the knowledge on wood poles. The published results have been widely referenced by academia as well as private industry and form the basis for design and maintenance of wood pole transmission line systems. Results are published by the EPRI under the designations EPRI EL-2040 project 1352-1 and EPRI EL-4109 project 1352-2.
As part of the EPRI-sponsored research from 1980 to 1985, a database was compiled from existing wood pole test data. This database comprised results of full-scale pole tests conducted in accordance with the ASTM D 1036 standard test procedure. The references for these studies are listed in Appendix B. These data were made available to the ANSI O5.1 committee for use in supporting current and future utility pole standards.
In 1994, Bhuyan and Chetwynd (1994) used a large portion of the data generated by the EPRI project along with privately sponsored testing of poles to provide a basis for evaluating the classification stress values published by the Canadian pole standard (CSA O15) as well as ANSI. They reviewed values for western redcedar, yellow cedar, red pine, jack pine, lodgepole pine, southern pine, and Douglasfir. Their analysis of this data showed that test data for western redcedar, plantation-grown red pine, and some southern pine poles produced in the last 10 years and classified by the CSA O15 standard have load capacities that are one class lower than that implied by the standard. ANSI O5.1 classification stresses are greater than those of the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) for these three species.
The two most significant conclusions drawn from this work are (1) as pole size increases groundline moment capacity decreases and (2) western redcedar pole test data do not support the classification stress values, especially for poles greater than 50 ft in length.
Nominal Strength
Throughout the recorded archives that constitute the history of the ASA/ANSI O5 material specification, there are numerous discussions related to the meaning of the strength values selected as a basis for classifying wood poles. Design values for wood poles have traditionally been established by the NESC, as was discussed in the Introduction. For the past 60 years, however, the NESC has referenced the ASA/ANSI standard DFS values as a basis for wood pole design values. It is interesting to note that until the 2002 revision of ANSI O5.1, the DFS values were treated solely as a basis for relative size classification within the standard: the standard provided no assessment of these values in terms of the probability density function for bending strength. This changed in 2002 when the committee decided to redefine DFS as a groundline fiber strength that represents the mean value for a strength distribution having a coefficient of variation (COV) of 20%. The following text provides the background discussion that led the committee to make this change.
Initial Estimates
The natural variability of a material such as wood adds to the complexity of balancing design safety and economic feasibility. In the early 1930s, the ASA O5 committee adopted an analysis procedure that was assumed to give a 3% probability of failure for poles in a distribution system where each pole is assumed to carry its ASA O5 "class" load. This analysis relied on four basic assumptions (Colley 1931):
1. Pole strengths are normally distributed.
2. The average pole in any size class has an actual groundline section modulus that is 12.5% greater than that calculated on the basis of the minimum class circumference. . These data provided the basis for assigning a 17% COV for bending strength for all pole species.
4. Poles are used in a redundant system in which three in-line poles share load, each carrying load in proportion to its relative stiffness.
The first two assumptions were reasonably conservative. The load increment between consecutive size classes was initially set at 25%. This meant that groundline section moduli for poles of a given length had a 25% increment between classes. If the average pole within a class is assumed to have a section modulus that falls midway between its class minimum and that of the next larger class, it will have an approximately 12% higher groundline bending moment capacity than that of a pole having the minimum class dimension. This means that the groundline stress on the average pole is 1/1.12 or 0.892 times 4 the DFS.
Colley (1931) points out that the sectional committee on wood poles chose to set strength values slightly below the determined averages to address concerns over technical problems apparent in the data. There was concern among committee members that moisture content variations in test poles had a significant impact on species strength values that were being used to establish size classification tables. Rather than reject the data, the committee chose to apply a confidence adjustment for bending strength, publishing values calculated to be one-half the standard deviation below the measured mean. Data available at the time showed a range of within-sample strength COVs of 17% to 23%. Rather than derive this for each species, the committee chose a "variability factor" (γ = (1 − 0.5Ω)) based on the COV (Ω) of 17%. As a result, nominal resistance values were set as 92% of the mean test strength.
In 1963, the ASA committee adopted the same confidence adjustment on mean strength. At that time, the ASTM data showed COV values ranging from 10.8% to 16%. The committee assumed a COV of 14% and recalculated this variability factor to be 0.93. In 1963, this adjustment was warranted on the basis of small within-class sample size rather than variations in moisture content below fiber saturation at time of test.
In an attempt to assess the true meaning of the DFS value, Colley (1931) evaluated the product of "variability" and "oversize" adjustments in terms of standard normal deviations. For poles of classes 4 through 7, the product of class size adjustment (0.89) and variability (0.92) is 0.82. For a normal distribution having a COV of 17%, this factor times the mean gives a value equivalent to 1.055 standard deviations below the mean which equates to the 14th percentile of a normal distribution.
The committee then attempted to show that this value actually represented the 3rd percentile of in-service pole strength by proposing that a utility distribution line represents a loadsharing system. Theoretically, if the load on any one pole is distributed in a manner to cause the loaded pole and two adjacent poles to deflect together, each pole might be assumed to carry a share of the load proportional to its relative stiffness. Given a perfect correlation between stiffness and strength, one might also assume that each pole is then loaded to the same proportion of its load capacity. This means that failure will not occur until all three poles have been loaded to capacity. So, the capacity of the system is limited by the average strength of three poles in series rather than the weakest pole. The distribution of the average values of three poles will have a variance equal to one-third the variance of the individual values. Equating the ANSI DFS (mean pole capacity, adjusted by the variability and class-oversize adjustment factors) to a fractile of a normal distribution using Equation (4) provides a basis for estimating the probability that a pole in a load-sharing system will fail at a load that represents the average single pole capacity.
( )
where Ω is coefficient of variation (assumed to be 17%), γ variability of adjustment (assumed to be 0.92), and k normal distribution variable.
Solving for k gives the value 1.827. Assuming that the adjusted strength representing the average stress on three adjacent poles is 1.821 standard deviations below the mean strength of three adjacent poles suggests that the DFS represents the 0.03 fractile of the distribution of strengths of three-pole load-sharing assemblies.
This analysis involves three flawed assumptions. First, there is no rigid load distributing element in a distribution line that will redistribute load laterally to adjacent poles in such a manner that all three poles will deflect equally. If such a mechanism did exist, the correlation between stiffness and strength would not be perfect, so the reduction in variability would not be as large as 1/3 1/2
. Second, the basis for the "variability factor" (0.92) was a lack of confidence in the data. The adjusted value was the committee's estimate of mean performance for green poles that met their minimum specifications, and γ should not have been included in the expression. Finally, load sharing is an engineering judgment, not a material property, and has little meaning in a material specification.
It does not appear that the NESC, which provided design recommendations on the basis of the ASA pole strength values, treated these values as though they were lower fractiles. It was standard practice at the time for timber engineering standards to recommend design values as 25% of the mean strength. The 5th edition of the NESC (1941) adjusted ultimate strength by a factor of 0.25 for grade B and 0.375 for grade C. This would have been overly conservative if applied to a 0.03 fractile of the pole strength distribution. By the early 1960s, design standards for wood began referencing a lower 5% exclusion for strength divided by 2.1 to account for duration of load effects. When applied to a population having a COV of 30%, this results in 0.25 times the mean. So, by the 1960s, the NESC approach was recognized as compatible with recognized timber engineering standards.
Test Data and In-Service Performance
A major issue for most standards development has been the relationship between laboratory evaluation under controlled conditions and in-service performance.
Early debate over development of the ANSI O5.1 standard focused on the efficacy of standard full-size pole tests compared with standard small-clear tests as a basis for setting pole size class requirements. The objective was to provide a classification system in which any pole of a designated "class" had the same tip load capacity, regardless of species. The small-clear test assessed the fiber strength that would control in the event of a groundline failure.
The full-size pole test provided a more direct assessment of pole capacity independent of failure location. The full-size pole tests attracted greater support as being more representative of the end product.
As engineered design gained importance for utility structures, the relationship between standard full-size pole tests and in-service pole loading began to be debated. The pole size classification system adopted by ASC O5, based on groundline stress at failure, was generally considered to provide an appropriately conservative estimate of load capacity for poles loaded as cantilever beams. When standard load conditions are applied to longer poles, tree shape and physiology have a significant influence on where and how the poles fail, leading to questions about a negative bias for longer poles that are likely to fail further away from groundline and to exhibit a lower groundline stress at failure.
While standard tests provide a means of assessing relative value between species and pole sizes, they rarely address all design issues. In the case of wood poles, DFS values used to set pole size class include some adjustment to account for effects of high temperature conditioning and drying in service.
Conditioning
Preservative treatments are what make wood a viable option for use as poles. Their effect on strength is therefore of vital concern to pole producers. Many studies conducted to assess treatment effects on strength have concluded that any strength reduction is due to high temperatures involved with pretreatment conditioning. This conditioning sterilizes the pole and removes excess water, making the pole more conducive to treatment.
The committee responsible for the 1963 version of the standard recognized potential strength reductions of 15% for steaming and 10% for boultonizing. The steaming reduction was supported by research studies conducted by Betts and Newlin (1915) , Wilson and others (1930) , Buckman and Rees (1938), Stamm (1956) , and Thompson (1969) .
The ASTM pole research program (Wood and others 1960) provided data that suggested that previous studies on steaming effects were non-conservative. The average strength of treated western larch and southern pine poles was less than 85% that of untreated poles. The difference in western larch was attributed to the lower specific gravity of the treated poles compared with that of untreated poles. In the case of southern pine, the committee attributed the large reduction to the fact that the poles were conditioned following the guidelines of the AWPA standards C1-55 and C4-55, which permitted the poles to be subjected to 259°F for 8 to 13 h. During the conditioning processes, temperatures reached as high as 267°F on four of the charges. These older standards were considered to be too destructive and not representative of state of the art in 1963. Erickson and Dohr (1959) compared bending strengths of longleaf pine poles at a range of conditioning times and temperatures and confirmed MacLean's findings: on average, poles that were steam conditioned at 245°F for 15 h showed a 16% loss in bending strength. The data of Erickson and Dohr also showed a reduction in variability, which led to the observation that a 13% loss in bending strength occurred at the 5th percentile.
Drying Effects
Wood drying in service has a mix of effects on load capacity. Wood strength and modulus of elasticity are known to increase with drying below the fiber saturation point, while section property is reduced as a result of shrinkage (Wolfe 2000) . Drying checks that open as poles dry may expose poorly treated wood to trapped dirt and moisture, promoting local decay pockets. Excessive drying and weathering in arid environments may cause poles to lose strength over time. For most heavy timber engineered applications, these effects are considered to be offsetting. Eggleston (1952) supported the premise that the green groundline strength basis was appropriate for the ASA pole size classification. He evaluated butt-soaked dry poles and concluded that except in soils so dry that pole butt moisture content would not exceed the fiber saturation point, the strength of the tops of southern pine poles in service is probably very close to the (saturated) groundline strength. Rhatigan and Morrell (2002) reported an average of 19% to 40% moisture content at groundline for creosoted Douglasfir poles that had been in service for 35 years, suggesting that the assumption of dry in-service conditions is nonconservative. Kulp (1957) reported finding decay in poorly treated wood above groundline. He found that 1.7% of 1,885 southern pine poles placed in test installations were removed after an average 15 years of service; 5 failed within 13 years of service as a result of decay. These poles had been treated with coal tar creosote. Kulp reported that 1.7% of the remaining poles were deteriorated as a result of decay or termite attack after 6 to 18 years of service. In semi-arid regions of Montana and the Dakotas, the tops of 6.1% of butt-treated lodgepole pine poles were partly decayed after 5 to 8 years of service, and the tops of 28% of butt-treated western redcedar poles had light to moderate shell-rot after 9 to 15 years of service. Light top decay around spur marks was present in 21% of untreated northern white cedar. Kulp did not report moisture content, but the incidence of decay is a reasonable indication that moisture content exceeded 20% in these poles.
Research in support of increasing pole strength for drying in service was reported by Wilson and others (1930) and by the ASTM pole study. These studies showed a 10% strength increase for shortleaf pine poles and 14% strength increase for lodgepole pine when dried to 20% moisture content. Further support for recognizing the dry strength of poles was gained from a survey conducted by the REA that showed that moisture content 4 ft above ground was lower than 20% in a high percentage of poles (Wood and Markwardt 1965) . The REA data included more than 1,400 poles in a region north and east of 40˚N,100˚W (Kansas/Nebraska line, west of Missouri, north of Cincinnati, Ohio) and 700 poles to the south and east of that point. More than 1,200 poles were surveyed between mid-Kansas and the California/Nevada border; 33 were surveyed west of that point. The survey showed that moisture content at 4 ft above ground exceeded 20% in 13% of poles surveyed in the southeast region, 4% in the moderate northeast region, and fewer than 1% of poles west of the Colorado/Kansas border.
This information was available to the ASA committee in 1963 when it decided to consider drying in-service to account for a 10% to 16% increase in bending strength values determined in the green condition. Discussions leading to the acceptance of these increases included concern for the length of time from installation to the point a pole actually reaches 20% moisture content and the fact that for most poles, the highest stress occurs in a region where moisture remains at fiber saturation. In most cases, these increases offset reductions caused by pretreatment conditioning, resulting in values that appeared to be representative of the test data. It was only for species such as western redcedar that did not require high temperature conditioning that the drying effect noticeably increased strength above that determined in green pole tests. As the ANSI standard was considered a material specification and not a design standard at the time, no reference was made to these assumptions or to any required adjustments for poles to be used in wet environments. The DFS values were used by ANSI only to set relative dimensions in the pole size classification tables. They were not considered by ANSI O5.1 to be a design basis.
In 1986, ASC O5 made an explicit declaration that the tabulated pole circumference values were to be measured in the "green" condition. This was done to address questions about undersized dry poles. The fact that the tabulated "green" circumferences are derived using estimates of "dry" groundline strength is of little consequence when the only concern is size classification to ensure species interchangeability. If the standard is to promote the DFS values as a basis for design, however, it should be remembered that the ANSI class loads are not a good measure of the load capacity of the classified "green" pole.
As discussed earlier in this paper, a major problem with using dry strength to set a green dimension is that the failure probability for the target pole is greater than 50% at the designated class load. A green pole sized using the dry strength will have a strength that is over one standard deviation (or 16%) below the strength required to carry the designated class load. When this pole dries, it will have a section modulus 6% below that required of a dry pole.
The offsetting effects of shrinkage and fiber strength increase with drying, combined with the results of the EPRIfunded research on poles taken out of service, suggest that taking an increase in strength for drying in service is nonconservative. The EPRI research included a limited set of 74 western redcedar, 49 southern pine, and 11 Douglas-fir poles taken out of service after 30 years that had average strengths 20% to 30% less than that of new counterparts. The effect of drying in service most likely varies with exposure conditions as well as species. An across the board adjustment was not warranted, and ASC O5 provided neither recommendations nor warnings about adjusting load capacity for drying.
Pole Shape
The relationship between in-service capacity and standard test capacity is influenced by physical aspects of the pole and test specimen. These may be placed in three categories:
1. Form, relating to round as opposed to prismatic sections.
2. Taper, relating to change in section property over pole length.
3. Size, relating to weak-link theories, which suggest that average extreme fiber strength will decrease as size increases.
Pole form-Form effect refers to differences in the strength assessment of round as opposed to rectangular sections when using the standard engineering model for stress in a bending member. This model, which estimates stress as an inverse function of section modulus, assumes that stress is uniform across the width and varies linearly with distance from the neutral axis of any section. Newlin and Trayer (1924) concluded that this model gives roughly an 18% higher value for stress at failure for round than for square wood sections. Basically, the researchers found that square and round sections having the same cross-sectional areas had the same bending moment capacity. Because the square section has an 18% greater section modulus, its calculated stress at failure is 18% less than that of the round section. Therefore, when estimating the strength of a round section on the basis of published small-clear square section strength, some form effect should be recognized.
Pole taper-Wood pole taper has played a major but largely unrecognized role in the history of structural performance of ANSI poles. Table 6 summarizes measured and implied wood pole tapers that have had some influence on this standard and on the history of pole performance.
The ANSI pole size classification relies in part on measured pole taper values, but the size classification tables hold conservative implications in this regard for the pole user. In deriving the 6-ft-from-the-butt (6'FB) circumferences in the size classification tables, the values listed in Annex B of the ANSI O5.1 standard (see Table 6 ) are used to transfer required circumference dimension from groundline to the 6'FB location. In selecting an ANSI pole, however, a pole designer must assume that it will have the designated minimum tip and 6'FB circumferences given for its class. The corresponding taper is the difference in these dimensions divided by the length between them. As the tip circumferences vary in increments of 2 in. and the 6'FB circumferences for any length change in increments exceeding 2 in., the implied tapers increase with pole size. Table 6 provides a comparison of 55-ft and 80-ft poles; the low values in these cases are for class 7 poles and the high values for class H6 poles. Table 6 also provides measured tapers reported by Bohannan and others (1974) and Wood and others (1960) . The circumference values reported by Bohannan were determined from measurements of poles ranging in length from 55 to 80 ft. These data showed no consistent relationship between taper and pole length. In all cases, however, the taper appeared to increase with groundline circumference as implied by the ANSI tables. Wood's data, which was determined for 25-to 55-ft-long poles, showed a definite increase in taper with pole length for southern pine and western redcedar, but the evaluation did not provide a comparison across size classes.
Comparing ANSI Annex B values to those reported by Bohannan suggests possible undersizing for longer poles. While the ANSI butt taper values appear to be about average for the 25-to 55-ft poles reported by Wood, they fall below the median values reported in Bohannan's survey for each species (0.021 vs 0.028 for southern pine, 0.017 vs 0.027 for Douglas-fir, 0.032 vs 0.039 for western redcedar). The implication is that on average, for poles >50 ft in length where the groundline is above 6 ft from the butt, the 6'FB dimension required to give the necessary groundline section modulus will be underestimated using the ANSI Annex B value. Projecting back to groundline using the implied tapers in the ANSI tables results in an undersize groundline dimension for the classified pole. Taper has a definite effect on how stresses are distributed in a pole. Stress is not distributed linearly in a tapered cantilever beam. The bending moment (M) for a cantilever increases at a constant rate from the point of load application to the reaction. However, when divided by the section modulus (S), which increases as a cubic function of distance from the load point, the quotient (M/S) or stress is an inverse quadratic function that increases at a decreasing rate. If the taper is steep enough or the cantilever long enough, the stress stops increasing with distance from the load point and may decrease. This means that the point of maximum stress in a tapered cantilever does not necessarily coincide with the point of maximum moment.
For a linearly tapered, round cantilever beam of uniform homogeneous material, the quotient M/S will reach its maximum value at a point where the pole circumference is 1.5 times the circumference at the point of load. Under these conditions, the distance from the point of load to the point of maximum stress (X σ ) can be estimated as
where C lp is circumference at load point and τ circumference taper.
For most distribution poles, Equation (5) suggests that the maximum stress location will be at groundline. The estimated maximum stress location for a class 1 55-ft pole, however, would be 6 ft above groundline for southern pine and 18 ft above groundline for the average western redcedar using tapers taken from Wood and others (1960) or median values reported by Bohannan and others (1974).
Of course, this purely geometric derivation provides only a rough approximation of how stresses vary in an actual wood pole. There are other variables to consider when predicting where a pole will fail. If maximum stress occurs at 6 ft above ground in dry wood and the groundline is saturated, it is likely that the groundline stress will exceed the saturated strength before maximum stress will exceed dry strength. Physiological effects such as knots, juvenile wood, strength change with height, and diving grain exposed in the debarking-peeling process also present points of weakness that might initiate a failure at a location other than the point of maximum stress.
Material variability-Because wood is a product of nature rather than a manufacturing process, its strength is much more variable than that of most commonly used engineering materials. Wood strength varies not only between trees but also within a tree. Between-tree variability in strength is attributed to growing conditions (e.g., nutrients, rainfall, length of growing season, competition) and within-tree variability to factors such as the transition from juvenile to mature wood, the occurrence of branches and reaction wood, and growth rate, which are partly related to species and partly influenced by the environment.
Change in strength with height-Change in strength with height and size effect are two overlapping yet independent issues used to characterize the perceived reduction in strength with pole size. When ANSI O5.1 adopted the Hclasses in 1972, the specification treated these classes the same as the distribution pole classes in that the poles were sized as single pole cantilever beams. Unlike distribution poles, however, many of these larger poles were used in multi-pole structures (such as "H-frames"), which required cross-bracing that imposed critical stresses at close to midheight above groundline. The concern for critical stress occurring at or above mid-height prompted Bohannan (1971) to evaluate change in pole strength with height and to propose a strength-height adjustment that defined the lower boundary of strength change with height on the basis of the limited data available at the time. This model took the form
In developing this model, Bohannan reviewed the limited available data on change in pole strength with height. The ASTM pole data provided data on failure strength as a function of location. Other sources provided information on incremental tests of pole sections from the butt to the tip and on specific gravity changes with height (Okkonen and others 1972). After collecting this information, Bohannan derived his model to characterize the lower boundary of strength as a function of location with respect to pole length. The model, based on measured dimensions of test poles, was intended to provide a conservative estimate of the strength of the pole at height x above the groundline. Annex A, which was introduced in 1976 and added in 1979, incorporated Bohannan's model as nonmandatory information. It stated that the basic premise of the model is that it would be used only when actual dimensions are known and acknowledged that a reduction in fiber stress with height is not required when analyzing a pole based on minimum size and assumed linear taper values given in ANSI tables.
Soon after appendix A was added, this adjustment became a major issue of concern among ASC members as it held implications beyond the concern for multi-pole structures. Members realized that strength reduction also had an impact on smaller poles. One member showed that a 60-ft class-4 southern pine or Douglas-fir pole would have a critical section 26 ft above the groundline and require 3.5-in. greater circumference at that point.
Loss of strength with height continued to be an issue of debate into the early 1980s despite the fact that it was published in an annex and was not an official part of the ANSI main standard.
As part of the EPRI-sponsored pole research conducted in the 1980s, undamaged sections of test poles were retested to assess change in strength with height. The retest sample included 58 southern pine, 87 Douglas-fir, and 32 western redcedar poles. Strength change with height based on measured dimensions was compared to strength change based on ANSI minimum dimensions. Results confirmed that the conservatism inherent in the use of ANSI minimum dimensions and the assumption of a linear taper countered any strength loss with height for Douglas-fir and western redcedar. Bodig and Goodman (1986) and Phillips and others (1985) confirmed the efficacy of Bohannan's model for southern pine when based on measured dimensions.
When the data are reevaluated using minimum class dimensions, however, the relationship becomes
This means the strength reduction is roughly 9% by midheight when based on minimum class dimensions compared to 25% with actual dimensions.
Size effect-Weibull (1984) developed his extreme value distribution on the basis of a weak-link theory that predicts reduction in mean strength as size increases. Wood (1956, 1958) first noted a size effect in poles while working on the ASTM pole study and reported the effect for poles less than 50 ft in length. Erickson and Dohr (1958) showed a decrease in tree strength with age: trees more than 200 years old have lower strength than younger trees. The effect of size on load capacity has been noted for most engineered applications of wood (Bohannan 1966) . . Figure 2 suggests that for the ASTM tests, relative strength varies with pole size. However, it must be noted that the class 1-55 and 9-25 plots represented only 5 or 6 tests in each species, whereas the class 6-30 samples ranged from 15 to 43 tests. This observation did not attract much debate in 1963 when the ASA standard dealt only with distribution poles and design capacity was a relatively minor issue. It did, however, attract attention in 1980 when test values from the EPRI-sponsored study were low by comparison with ASTM values.
The change in strength with pole size is attributed in part to geometry and tree physiology. As noted previously, maximum stress in a tapered round cantilever of uniform properties will occur at the location where the circumference is 1.5 times that of the point of load. For poles of a given groundline dimension, the longer the pole the greater the chances of failing at a location significantly above groundline. The greater the distance between groundline and the failure location, the greater the assumed difference between groundline strength and groundline stress at failure. Because the poles in the ASTM study were evaluated on the basis of groundline stress at failure and not actual groundline strength, there is some question as to the source of the apparent size effect seen in that data. However, the majority of these poles would be expected to fail close to the groundline.
At the time the EPRI study results were published, the evaluation of groundline stress at failure was still considered to be the easiest way to deal with the evaluation of pole capacity. A tendency for a decrease in groundline stress at failure with an increase in pole size presented in the EPRI study raised some concern among committee members about acknowledging these results in the material specification. At that time, the ANSI O5.1 standard attributed no design significance to DFS values. These values were used only as a basis for establishing the pole circumference 6 ft from the butt for the ANSI pole size classification. The premise of species interchangeability inherent in this classification system was not violated if size effect was treated as a design consideration, rather than a material variable. The committee decided to acknowledge the EPRI results in Annex C as additional information for those interested in promoting the application of probability-based design to utility structures. In this way, the burden of using or ignoring these effects was left on the designer with relatively minor impact on the ANSI standard. Without code recognition by the NESC, probability-based design was not used for design. Nevertheless, interest in the Annex C values continued and this information provided the basis for calibration studies of competing design methods.
Annex C
Results of the EPRI-sponsored research to promote the use of probability-based design for wood transmission structures were summarized in the form of a condensed introductory guideline and published as Annex C of the ANSI O5.1 standard specification. This guideline was written to be compatible with the established groundline capacity classification system presented in the ANSI O5.1 standard. To address the size effect made apparent by this analysis, the technical advisory committee to that project recommended separating the data into two distinct length categories (<50 ft, ≥50 ft) with a discrete reduction in strength at the 50-ft length rather than adopting a continuous function to account for size effect.
In the evaluation of these strength values, all data were adjusted to the minimum groundline dimensions corresponding to the ANSI class of each pole rather than using the measured dimension. The groundline circumferences used to determine groundline bending strength were the ANSI-class minimum values. These are the values an engineer assumes for an "ANSI pole" in calculating pole moment capacity. The values presented in Annex C are therefore appropriate only for use with ANSI-class pole minimum dimensions.
In addition to differentiating by length and adjusting for the ANSI-class minimum dimensions, the larger pole values were adjusted to remove any pole size bias. As the EPRI study indicated, the effect of groundline circumference on pole strength and test poles was greater for western redcedar (largest pole H4-70) and Douglas-fir (largest pole H2-75) than for southern pine (largest pole 1-75), leading to the conclusion that the southern pine data had an inherent size bias. As a result, ASC O5 felt that all test values should be adjusted to the equivalent class 2-65' circumference value.
This was done using a linear regression between groundline stress at failure adjusted for ANSI minimum dimension (AMOR gl ) and the ANSI 6-ft-from-butt circumference (c)
Regression parameters (a, b) are provided in Table 7 along with the ANSI minimum circumference at groundline for the class 2 65-ft poles (46.5 for Douglas-fir and southern pine, 51.5 for western redcedar). Groundline stress values derived for poles greater than or equal to 50 ft in length (Bodig and others 1986a,b) are shown in the last column. The difference between mean distribution pole values (test poles ranging from 25 to 50 ft) (ANSI O5.1; App. C, Table C1 ) and the values for an ANSI class 2 65-ft pole (ANSI O5.1; App. C, Table C2 ) represents the effect of pole size on groundline stress at failure.
Despite the effort to keep design information separate from the material specification, the ASC O5 was forced to address disparities highlighted by the Annex C guideline. An initiative by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) to revise utility structure design procedures of the NESC raised questions about the efficacy of the ANSI DFS values for design of transmission structures. The primary concerns included the effect of pole size and the bending strength values found for western redcedar poles. The IEEE requested a recommendation from the ASC O5 on values to use for design to retain a uniform reliability across species and class sizes. This prompted the ASC O5 to consider options for recognizing disparities between the ANSI fiber stress values adopted in 1963 and those determined on the basis of larger pole tests summarized in Annex C. An initial recommendation to recognize the effect of pole size was to use a stepped allowable fiber stress. With this option, large poles would have a single, reduced DFS that would be less than the published value for small poles. This would result in a sudden jump in the required circumference when that transitional pole size was reached. It seemed awkward and unrealistic that a slightly larger pole would suddenly have less strength, and this too was rejected. Wolfe and others (2001) proposed the use of a continuous function that would maintain the traditional approach to pole capacity evaluation, but it was rejected as too complicated and too costly for pole producers. This approach retained a relationship between the groundline moment capacity (M gl ) and groundline circumference (C gl ) similar to that used previously (Eq. (9)) but with parameters that were derived empirically from a statistical evaluation of the 5% lower exclusion bending strength versus groundline circumference (Eq. (10)). For poles used only in distribution structures, the value of "B" was set to zero giving an equation identical to Equation (9) except that the A parameter represented a L5%EL value for bending strength. A calibration factor γ is also included to adjust for the lower values found for western redcedar.
For the three species used for transmission structures (southern pine, Douglas-fir, and western redcedar), the B parameter had a negative value. This means that the groundline moment capacity did not increase as rapidly with an increase in groundline circumference as it did using Equation (9), thus accounting for the observed size effect.
This approach retained the simplicity of the ANSI approach to pole classification as well as species interchangeability, but it required too many changes to the established ANSI values. The perception that this would cause significant changes in class sizes prompted many producers to conclude that transition costs would be prohibitive. Targeting a lower 5% exclusion value for bending rather than a mean value meant that the class loads would have to be reduced. Despite the fact that this could be done with little impact on class circumference values and would be compensated by warranting higher resistance factors in design, it gave the appearance of reducing the capacity of wood poles. ANSI DFS values had traditionally represented a value close to the mean strength at groundline for distribution poles: 5% lower exclusion values are roughly 30% less than the traditional DFS values. Finally, this approach acknowledges a larger gap between the ANSI DFS and measured mean strength of western redcedar than exists for the other species. Members of ASC felt this was not adequately substantiated. They explained the strength gap as the result of deficiencies in the test and analysis procedures when evaluating a species with large taper in the lower half, which caused failures to occur higher in the pole giving a groundline moment at failure that was not representative of groundline moment capacity.
ANSI O5-02
Rather than change the method of deriving DFS values and the tabulated circumferences, ASC O5 opted to change the definition of DFS from a relative measure of pole groundline moment capacity to an estimate of groundline strength (see Appendix A). Prior to 2002, the DFS was evaluated as the groundline stress at failure for a dry, treated pole loaded as a cantilever beam with a transverse load applied 2 ft from the top. The sole ANSI O5.1 use of this value was to represent a relative measure of pole capacity as a basis for pole size classification. A number of attempts were made by committee members (Colley 1932, Wilson and others 1953) to attach a level of statistical significance to the derivation, but their assessments were all based on assumptions that were never supported by data or any rigorous analysis of field performance. The ASA and later the ANSI standards were strictly material specifications that presented the DFS values as only a relative measure of pole strength.
In 2002, the DFS was redefined as the fiber strength of dry, treated wood. The ANSI standard added statements of significance that these values represent the means of distribution of groundline fiber strength and that these distributions are known to have a COV of 20%. The standard states that these evaluations were made with sufficient precision to be used for probability-based design. The new definition introduced an acceptance of design liability by ASC O5 as the DFS value is now defined to represent wood strength at a specific location as opposed to relative pole capacity used simply to set pole size classes.
Using data provided by the EPRI project (Phillips and others 1985, Bodig and others 1986) (Appendix C) the committee derived groundline strengths (MOR gl ) for poles in lengths of 50 ft and longer on the basis of measured modulus of rupture (strength) at the failure location (MOR fl ) and the strengthheight relationship proposed by Bohannnan (1971) . Prior to 2002, DFS values included adjustments for variability in test data attributable to handling and test procedures (0.93), high-temperature conditioning, and drying in service. This approach was retained for poles shorter than 50 ft based on the assumption that they normally fail at the groundline. For the 2002 revision of the ANSI O5.1 standard, however, the ASC O5 supported dropping the adjustment for variability and accepting a maximum 10% increase for drying in service, originally recommended by Wood and Markwardt (1965) for longer poles.
A new adjustment, also adopted for long poles, was a classoversize adjustment that varies from 7% to 13%, depending on the pole class size. Due to its variation with class size, this adjustment requires an iterative procedure to match the product of adjusted DFS and average class section modulus to a designated class load moment (discussed in Appendix C). This adjustment decreases the probability that poles within a size class will have a groundline bending moment capacity that exceeds that imposed by the designated class load (see Appendix A). The resulting values are shown in the column labeled "DFS" in Table 1 . Comparing these DFS values to the DFS values that would have been derived using the previous definition shows a 14% advantage for Douglasfir and southern pine and a 44% advantage for western redcedar.
In 2002, groundline strength of poles in lengths 50 ft and longer were extrapolated from the failure location using the strength-height model previously presented in Annex A of the ANSI O5.1 standard. As change in strength with height is now an inherent part of the evaluation of groundline strength, it is required that this model be used when assessing the strength profile for ANSI poles. Adoption of this model to estimate groundline strength, however, detracts from species interchangeability. Groundline circumference values are still calculated on the basis of section modulus required to resist the class-load-induced groundline moment. Using the projected groundline fiber strength rather than the groundline stress at failure means that the groundline dimension does not account for the occurrence of a failure above groundline. The larger the taper of a pole, the greater the distance from groundline to the point of maximum stress and the greater the difference between groundline stress at failure and groundline strength. Unless the groundline circumferences are adjusted to account for this, poles of the same class but different taper will have different load capacity While the decision to change the DFS value from a relative measure of pole capacity to a measure of bending strength applicable only at groundline constituted a significant change to the standard, on its own this decision had a minor impact on solving the problem of size effect that was apparent in the test data. The change that had the greatest impact on maintaining the traditional DFS values was the adoption of a classification oversize adjustment.
The analysis presented in Appendix C shows that the projected MOR at groundline, when adjusted for only conditioning and drying in service (5,530, 6,950, and 7,720 lb/in 2 for western redcedar, Douglas-fir, and southern pine, respectively) is still significantly less than the ANSI DFS values for these species (6,000, 8,000, and 8,000 lb/in 2 , respectively). Adjusting DFS values so that the average, rather than minimum-sized, pole in a class will be sized to carry the ANSI-designated class load gives DFS values of 6,040, 7,640, and 8,530 lb/in 2 , respectively.
The effects of these changes on ANSI values are discussed in Appendix A. Small poles are still sized using DFS values that were derived assuming a 16% increase for drying in service but with no increase for class oversize. Long poles (>50 ft) are assumed to have a dry strength 10% greater than the measured green value. But they are also given a 7% to 13% increase for class oversize. Despite the fact that poles are sized using values adjusted for drying in service, ANSI notes that the tabulated circumferences are intended to be measured in the green condition and that a reduction in section modulus of up to 6% due to shrinkage should be expected. This means that a minimum-sized pole of average strength and more than 50 ft in length could be overstressed by as much as 24% (1.1 × 1.13), whereas the averagestrength minimum-sized distribution pole would be overstressed by 16% if required to carry its class load in the green condition. If loaded in the dry condition, an average strength minimum-sized long pole would be overstressed by 13% to 20% at the class load (6% due to shrinkage and 7% to 13% for the class oversize adjustment), whereas the smaller, minimum-sized distribution pole would be only 6% under capacity at the designated class load.
The fact that the probability of failure of the average ANSI pole loaded to its class load in a standard cantilever test went from 50% or more (depending on strength variability assumed) prior to 2002 to 70% or more after 2002 (see Appendix A) is really not a critical issue as long as the pole user realizes that class loads are used simply to classify poles. There should be some concern, however, that the new definition of DFS for long poles has been inflated by 7% to 13% above dry strength and a dry pole is likely to have a section modulus 6% below that of a green pole. This suggests that the DFS for long poles should be reduced by 20% when calculating the groundline strength for design purposes.
The most obvious drawback to this change is the confusion it creates over the meaning of the ANSI fiber stress value. The engineer will still use the minimum dimensions permitted for the pole class selected to assess capacity. The pole selection must be made by first assessing the load profile. Using the ANSI dry DFS and the change in strength and circumference along pole length, the engineer must determine the required minimum section property profile for portions of the pole expected to dry in service and then decrease the DFS by 10% (16% for short poles) to check section property required in any wet regions. Once a required profile has been established, it can be compared to ANSI-tabulated dimensions to select a class size. The difference in average failure probability at the designated class load for long and short poles will most likely be of little importance provided the design engineer references the tables simply as a catalog of ANSI size codes.
Conclusions
• The practice of classifying green poles by groundline circumference determined on the basis of dry strength is inappropriate for design applications. The ANSI standard should derive class dimensions on the basis of green strength and suggest an adjustment for drying above groundline.
• The practice of sizing long poles so that the average size pole is defined by the minimum required section modulus and of sizing short poles so that the smallest permissible size pole is defined by the minimum required section modulus leads to inconsistency in pole reliability. ANSI should apply the same bias to all pole classes.
• For species having ANSI DFS values derived from published small-clear tests, values should be modified to reflect the changes implemented in ASTM D 2555.
• It is more conservative for taper values used to project 6-ft-from-butt dimensions to err on the high side. Comparison of taper values reported in Annex B of the ANSI O5.1 standard appear low by comparison to those determined by Bohannan. This could result in undersizing for poles more than 40 ft in length.
• The relationship between strength and pole size is not adequately characterized by the strength-reduction-withheight function adopted by ANSI. The relationship between pole size and strength as evaluated over the past 50 years suggests that it would be technically more correct to reduce the allowable fiber stress with increasing pole size (volume) rather adopting an untested model to project groundline strength from strength at the failure location.
• Pole design should focus on differences between stress and strength profiles, setting design as a fraction of the load at which the maximum difference is zero. The ANSI O5.1 standard currently instructs users to consider change in strength with height only when the point of maximum stress occurs above groundline. The DFS derivation adopted in 2002, however, extrapolates strength from the point where the difference between stress and strength are the greatest (failure location); not the point of maximum stress. Suggesting a design approach to prevent stress from exceeding strength would add credibility to the design method presented and would make wood pole strengths comparable to that of other materials.
• The wood pole industry should continue to work on refining its knowledge of pole physiology and shape to provide more reliable wood pole structures and a more credible standard. Also, if the producers can be encouraged to revise the class circumference tables, then interspecies exchangeability can be restored.
Observations
The ANSI O5.1-02 standard appears to magnify the disparities between the main body of the standard and Annex C.
Annex C presents what has been viewed as technically correct and compatible with established timber engineering methods compromised by what is politically and economically acceptable to users and producers. By keeping design information in an annex, separate from the material specification, the committee was able to maintain the standard size classifications established 40 years ago, despite the realization that they did not represent uniform reliability across species or across classes within a given species.
The methods outlined in Annex C brought ANSI up-to-date with utility-structures engineering, but they suggest a need to recognize a size effect when designing wood pole transmission structures. The committee responsible for the ANSI O5 standards (ASC O5) has attributed the perceived problem of a size effect to change in strength with height. The committee must decide if it wants ANSI O5.1 to remain a material specification or to assume the role of a wood pole design standard. The standard needs a stronger technical basis to bring it into alignment with Annex C.
Before ANSI O5.1 moves too far into the realm of a design standard, it would be beneficial to develop technical support for assumptions made and to more carefully consider their impact on the market for utility poles. The fact that poles are generally classified in the green condition means that groundline section modulii derived using the new "dry" definition of DFS values for large poles may result in undersized poles. A size class adjustment is appropriate only when converting the DFS, used to set size class dimensions, to a design value. It is not appropriate to adjust test data for size class effect to derive a size class dimension as it leaves the false impression that all poles having a strength greater than or equal to the DFS in a given size class have the capacity to carry the designated class load.
If loads on a large pole are located to induce maximum stress at groundline, where moisture could be at or above fiber saturation point, a pole whose required groundline dimension is derived on the basis of dry strength will be undersize. Thus, in addition to including a reduction in strength with height, the standard should include a moisture adjustment for critical sections being within 4 ft of the groundline.
The fact that this new derivation requires recognition of a change in strength with height means that this becomes mandatory for all poles. The committee is basically assuming that small poles fail close to the ground where change in strength with height is minimal. The strength change profile (Eq. (7)) is undoubtedly conservative in the lower half of trees; even for small poles it indicates that the critical stress location is above groundline. The result is that the strength change with height evaluation is required for any poles designed using the new ANSI standard. If the committee wishes to design poles with this degree of sophistication, the strength profile must be derived to present a more accurate picture, not only of fiber strength change but of section property change.
Appendix A-Effect of 2002 Revision on Pole-Class Strength Distribution
In 2002, six basic changes were made to the ANSI standard that influence the definition of the designated fiber stress (DFS) for poles in lengths greater than or equal to 50 ft in length (referred to as "long" poles in this appendix). These changes were as follows:
1. Redefining DFS to be groundline strength rather than groundline stress at failure 2. Adopting a change in strength with height function as part of the evaluation of pole properties 3. Dropping recognition of the influence of test procedure variability from derivation of strength of long poles 4. Incorporation of a class oversize adjustment for long poles 5. A reduction in the long pole strength adjustment for drying in service 6. Declaration of a 20% coefficient of variation for pole bending strength
The change in definition of DFS allowed ANSI to acknowledge the observed "size effect" (Bodig and Goodman 1986) discussed in Annex C of the O5.1 standard as being a result of a change in strength with height rather than a groundline dimension. The advantage of this change is that it provides a basis for retaining established DFS and therefore the ANSI class groundline dimensions for all pole classes.
To justify maintaining the same DFS for long poles, ANSI adopted as mandatory the change-in-strength-with-height function previously presented in the "non mandatory" Annex A. The inverse of this function was used to estimate groundline strength for long test poles that failed above groundline. As the inverse of this function was used to evaluate groundline strength, the function becomes a mandatory adjustment for anyone concerned about the strength of poles in locations other than the groundline.
The 2002 derivation of DFS for long poles did not include the adjustment for variability inherent in the established DFS values. The "variability" adjustment, originally introduced in 1931 and re-approved in 1963, was proposed to counter the effect of testing poles that had unknown moisture gradients at the time of testing. This was basically a confidence adjustment that reduced the measured mean by a half standard deviation. In 1963, ASA O5 elected to use a 14% coefficient of variation for bending strength of poles on the basis of results published in the ASTM wood pole report (Wood and others 1960) . As there were no changes to the derivation of DFS for poles under 50 ft in length in 2002, the variability adjustment (0.93) is still considered to be an inherent part of those values. This adjustment was not used, however, in the 2002 derivation of DFS for long poles (≥50 ft).
In 2002, ANSI adopted an adjustment for class oversize effect for long poles. This adjustment was previously acknowledged as a design consideration (Annex C of the ANSI O5.1 standard), but it was not included in the previous derivation of DFS values, which are used to set the pole class dimensions. This adjustment basically realigns the designated class load with the median-size rather than the minimum-size pole in a given size class. Multiplying the minimum allowable section modulus for a pole class-length combination by the DFS thus gives the moment capacity of the median "long" pole and the minimum "short" pole. This suggests that for a given pole class, an average strength median sized "long" pole and an average strength minimum sized "short" pole have the groundline moment capacity implied by their designated class load.
Other changes adopted in 2002 that affect the conclusions about the ability of a pole to resist the implied groundline moment capacity include the adjustment for drying in service and the assumed strength variability. In 1963, two drying-in-service adjustments were considered, 1.1 and 1.16. The latter value was preferred for derivation of DFS for the primary pole species. In 2002, an adjustment of 1.1 was adopted for long poles. The implication of this change is that short poles that are more likely to be critically stressed at groundline have a larger increase for drying inservice than are poles more likely to fail above ground.
As for the variability of pole bending strength, the 2002 version of ANSI O5.1 declares that wood poles have a strength coefficient of variation of 20%. This value is higher than previously referenced by ANSI and higher than that obtained for data presented in the ASTM study (Wood and others 1960) or the EPRI-sponsored study (Bodig and others 1986) .
The following analysis provides a comparison of pole strength as defined by ANSI standards before and after the 2002 revision. All assumptions are based on values either provided in ANSI O5.1 standards or taken from discussions that support those values. This analysis includes only those parameters that were modified in 2002. It assumes that removing adjustments for variability, drying in service, and class oversize effects from ANSI DFS values truly represents mean groundline strength of green poles adjusted for the effects of pretreatment conditioning.
This analysis also focuses only on the strength at the groundline. There is little support for the premise that strength change with height is the same for all species and pole classes, and we know that tree geometry varies with species as well as growing conditions. For this comparison of effects of the 2002 change, it is not necessary to address that issue except to acknowledge that the adjustment for change in strength with height function adopted by ANSI adds a degree of conservatism to the analysis of pole capacity. Table A1 lists normalized distribution parameters for pole strength implied by the ANSI derivation of DFS. Three variables listed (drying in service, variability, and class oversize adjustment) are those that vary between "long" and "short" poles in the 2002 standard and between long poles before and after 2002. The "normalized mean" value is the ratio of the mean strength in the green treated condition to DFS. The normalized strength distributions thus have a mean value (λ) with the same coefficient of variation (COV = Ω) as the actual pole strengths. For example, on average, a long, class 2, "green" pole will have a mean strength that is 82% of the DFS value and a standard deviation (λΩ)of 0.16. Mean strength is less than DFS because the DFS includes increases for drying and class oversize. Short poles have a mean strength of 93% of the DFS because of the 7% reduction for variability in combination with the 16% increase for drying (1/[(1.16)(0.93)]).
A distribution of pole moment capacities can be generated using a method known as random-products generation. This is done by randomly choosing a normalized strength from a normal distribution having a mean value λ and a coefficient of variation Ω and multiplying by a randomly chosen normalized section modulus (random class value divided by the minimum required for the class). The section modulus is selected assuming a uniform distribution with a range from 1.0 to the maximum for the pole class (see Table A2 ). Repeating this process 6,000 times for each of the four scenarios provides a basis for evaluating the effect of the 2002 changes on implied pole capacity.
As the revisions for long poles incorporated in 2002 shift average capacity from the minimum-size to the median-size pole in the group, it is not surprising that fewer poles within a pole class have the groundline moment capacity implied by the designated class load. The comparison of load capacity distributions shows that at the 5th percentile, the load capacities for the H6 and the class 2 long poles were 57% and 55% of the implied capacity, respectively. For the short poles, the 5th percentile value was 62% of implied capacity; for class 2 poles evaluated prior to 2002 ANSI parameters, poles at the 5th percentile had 73% of the implied capacity. The mean strength of the H6 and class 2 long poles was 91% of the implied capacity. As stated earlier, this is due to the use of a dry strength being used to size a green pole.
Values for short poles and the pre-2002 analyses showed the mean strength to be 102% of implied capacity.
Overall, only 35% the distribution of long poles was capable of carrying the implied groundline moment. The 2002 analysis of short poles and the pre-2002 analysis resulted in more than 54% of poles in a given class having capacity that exceeded that implied by the designated class load.
This analysis suggests that the ANSI 2002 change created a gap in the inherent capacity of short and long poles. This is of minor consequence for ANSI O5.1. Pole sizes corresponding to any ANSI class are the same as they were prior to 2002. For the utility engineer, however, it is noteworthy that only slightly more than a third of the long poles selected on the basis of groundline moment divided by the ANSI DFS have the groundline moment capacity to resist that DFS in the green condition.
For those concerned about the future use of round poles as engineered components, there is a definite advantage to cooperating with those committees responsible for design of utility structures (ANSI C2/NESC and ASCE committee on wood) to assure that they understand the basis for the difference between the ANSI DFS as applied to "long" and "short" poles. Although it never received critical review outside the fiber stress subcommittee, the report played a significant role in the committee's decision to adopt proposed changes to the ANSI standard.
Essentially, Rollins attributed "size" effect to a "height" effect. His premise was that the groundline strength does not change with increased circumference, but the load capacity as characterized by groundline stress at failure goes down because longer poles fail further from the ground in weaker wood. His solution was to change the definition of "designated fiber stress" (DFS) from groundline stress at failure to groundline strength. Rather than use a groundline strength derived from published small-clear strength test data, he decided to estimate groundline strength by adjusting the modulus of rupture (MOR) of full-size poles tested in the green condition. The primary adjustment accounted for the change in strength with height. This Rollins borrowed from annex A of the existing ANSI standard. Other adjustments included a 10% increase for drying in service, a pretreatment conditioning adjustment (0.9 for kiln drying and boultonizing, 1.0 for air drying), and a classification oversize adjustment that varied from 1.07 for a class H4-70-ft pole to 1.117 for a class 3-60-ft pole (Appendix D).
The height adjustment was originally derived as a conservative estimate of strength change with height when the actual dimensions are known. This adjustment varies linearly from 1.0 at groundline to 0.75 at midheight. The inverse varies from zero for a failure occurring at groundline to 1.33 if the failure occurs at midheight.
The class oversize adjustment is intended to recognize the fact that the majority of poles will have a groundline circumference larger than the tabulated minimum value for their size class. Any increase to groundline stress results in a proportional decrease in the required goundline section modulus. The ASC O5 committee voted to apply an increase to the projected groundline strength so that an average strength pole will be required to have the average, rather than the minimum, section modulus for its pole class to carry its class load. Determination of this increase involves an iterative process. The average groundline strength must first be determined on the basis of all pole tests. For each pole class-length combination, the standard-test moment divided by the average groundline strength gives the initial estimate of groundline section modulus required. Poles are initially classified by these minimum section modulii.
The class load is calculated as 2 50 250 1200
where i is an index corresponding to the size class (0 for class 7, 12 for class H6), and P i is the ANSI-designated load for class index.
The class oversize adjustment is defined as
Application of this adjustment requires an iterative evaluation of minimum class size. Test poles are first classified using the estimated groundline strength (i.e., 8,000 lb/in 2 for southern pine and Douglas-fir) to match the pole to an ANSI load class (P i ) (Eq. (C1)) and required minimum groundline dimension. The pole's projected groundline strength is then adjusted by A cos (Eq. (C2)). The average of adjusted values is used to recalculate minimum required section modulii for each pole class, and the test poles must be reclassified to recognize possible pole class change. This is repeated to convergence, resulting in a groundline strength that gives an average within-class section modulus the average capacity to carry the designated class load. Table C1 shows the values derived at three stages in the derivation of the DFS for long poles. These values were derived using test data provided by EPRI-funded research on transmission-sized poles (Bodig and Goodman 1986 , Bodig and others 1986b , Phillips and others 1985 . MOR gl is an estimate of the average groundline strength as projected from the measured stress at failure. MOR gl ' is MOR gl adjusted for drying in service and conditioning. DFS is the designated fiber stress which, when multiplied by the minimum section modulus for a designated pole class-length, gives the average pole moment capacity for that class length. Table C2 summarizes the resulting minimum groundline circumferences and oversize adjustment factors corresponding to the new DFS values. The oversize adjustment is ratio of average to minimum section modulus for each pole class. Test-pole projected groundline strengths were multiplied by these factors in the derivation of the average species DFS values. Values used for each pole are provided in column 8 of Tables C3, C4 , and C5.
The "variability" adjustment originally incorporated in the first ASA O5 standard and continued in 1963 to counter effects of variability introduced by sampling, handling, and test methods was not used in this derivation. This was discussed in Rollins' report but not included in his final tally of strength values. If we assume a coefficient of variation of 14%, the adjustment of a half standard deviation would be 0.93 and the values reported in Table C1 
Appendix D-Class Oversize Adjustment
The use of discrete class sizes to classify utility poles introduces inaccuracy in the estimate of groundline strength. The ANSI O5.1 standard was developed as a specification for poles on the premise that the tabulated minimum circumferences for each size class provide the section modulus required to carry the designated class load and poles falling between consecutive class minimums are oversize for their respective class load. Annex C values were derived to correct for this by evaluating pole strengths as a weighted average capacity by first assigning an ANSI size class to each test pole, then dividing the failure moments at groundline by the minimum section modulus for the respective pole class rather than using the measured section property: the larger the pole within a given class size, the larger the groundline modulus of rupture (MOR). When applied to the minimum class dimension, these values give the average pole capacity.
In 2002, it was proposed to change the way values are derived in the specification. For poles in lengths of 50 ft and longer, test poles were first classified. The groundline strength of each test pole was then increased by the mean-tominimum section modulus ratio (A) for its ANSI class.
The required section modulus is directly proportional to the class load, and the class load is defined by the function 2 50 250 1200
The mean-to-minimum-section modulus ratio (A) is equivalent to the ratio of loads as given by Equation (2). These "oversize" adjustment values are given in Table D1 . The average of the size-adjusted strength values was then used to recalculate the minimum section modulus required for each class. In some cases, this required reclassification as some poles moved to the next larger class. The process was repeated until no further change was required. The use of this process, along with a 10% increase for drying in service, resulted in average adjusted fiber strength values for poles 50 ft and longer that were close to those used for poles less than 50 ft in length. As a result, the tabulated minimum circumference values remained unchanged, but they must now be recognized as providing reduced capability to carry the designated class load when compared to the minimum circumference values given for shorter poles.
ANSI tables represent a catalog of pole sizes. Class loads merely provide a basis for the size classification. The fact that values are derived differently for pole lengths either side of 50 ft is something to be documented but has little impact on design as long as users realize that class load is not synonymous with capacity. 
